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setting up the specifications. to test a simple command-based ics, we set the ics3fuzzer-less fuzz
test to the target program alone. for a distributed ics, we set up ics3fuzzer and configure the ics

middleware and the pds. to check if a network connection is implemented correctly, we set up a udp
socket on the pds and send the program start signal to it. note that the pds must be able to proxy
the packet to the supervisory software. for more complex communication features, we set up the
ntools, the simulator, and the pds in advance. the basic data structure of all specifications is the

state-book. specification details. we use the state-book to model the target specification. the state-
book defines all possible states of the target, including the states of gui elements. we also define a
set of actions that can be taken, such as button push, the program start, and software shutdown. to
test all such actions, we defined a set of tasks, each of which can be configured by specifying the

action. when configured, the task should perform a specific action to create an input state. the
fuzzing method will go through four phases, including fuzzing mode initialization, fuzzing process,
teleoperation mode, and fuzzing termination. in the initialization phase, we prepare the necessary
scripts for target supervisory software. we also check the status of the remote winpcap device. if

there is any problem, we will run a few commands and reinitialize the device to be used by
ics3fuzzer. in fuzzing phase, we leverage the reverse-engineered packet frame format and go

through the reverse-engineered protocol states to simulate and generate mutated inputs. ics3fuzzer
will move into the teleoperation mode when the fuzzing process needs to wait for the plc device.

finally, ics3fuzzer identifies the root cause of the crash and terminates the fuzzing process.
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the architecture of ics3fuzzer is shown in
fig. 8. ics3fuzzer targets the following
supervisory software: rpm/miracl, sql

server, and nexedi. we deliberately chose
these supervisory software to show the

generality of ics3fuzzer because there are
limited fuzzing frameworks supporting

these supervisory software. in particular,
we choose these supervisory software

because each of them has a client role in
terms of packet sending and receives, and

thus ics3fuzzer can quickly find bugs
during the fuzzing process. it is seen that
ics3fuzzer relies on the windows os kernel
and some other third-party libraries (such

as wcf, dll, and dotnet). to do so, ics3fuzzer
uses a native-like api for operating system
interfaces. ics3fuzzer takes advantage of
the fuzzing engine to generate effective
and carefully-crafted inputs during the

fuzzing process. this is done to stimulate
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the supervisory software execution path to
be different from those of the normal

execution. notably, it is mostly based on
the idea of modular-based fuzzing and

master/slave-based fuzzing. to achieve this
goal, ics3fuzzer depends on a high

performance multiprocessor and a large
amount of memory. the connection

between network interface card (nic) of the
machine and the network is up to 100gbps.
although the field instrument control layer
and the process control layer are typically

built by different vendors, the scada
system must provide rich interfaces to
communicate with those two layers to

enable their cooperation for more complex
applications. taking a simple but typical
example shown in fig. 1, a man-machine

interaction is needed to get input
information of the field devices in the field

instrument control layer. meanwhile, a
corresponding action is needed to adjust

the output signals from the process control
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layer. in this case, the supervisory software
provides both the interface and the control
logic for the field and the process devices.
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